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NOTE FOR THE ATTENTION OF THE IMFC METADATA SUBGROUP MEMBERS 

Subject: Proposal for the introduction of an “inventory_transmission” 

element in IMMCv2 (ref: IMMC-13) 

1. BACKGROUND 

In an IMMC transmission usually not only metadata (in the IMMC descriptor file) but 

also the related content files are included. Furthermore there could be validation reports 

or other files included in a transmission that would not be considered being content files 

for the described document(s). 

In most cases the cm:reference_manifestation elements will point to files which can be 

assumed to be sent along. However, the cm:reference_manifestations being elements in 

the descriptive metadata of a transmission, their value only speaks of a possibly existing 

file for that document whereas that file being contained in the same transmission is 

merely an implication (that is however done in most cases). 

In order to make the list of actually transmitted files validatable on the level of the 

singular IMMC message and rightfully both send files along that are not mentioned as 

cm:reference_manifestation or that are mentioned but not sent along, a separate element 

on transmission level is created (cmt:inventory_transmission) that reflects the list of files 

to be considered mandatory for a transmission. At the same time, this element allows to 

“annotate” the files with technical metadata to secure the transmission as checksum, size 

or mimetype. 

The present proposal describes the introduction of such a complex 

<cm:inventory_transmission> element for IMMCv2 (the IMMC version covering the 

entire legislative process). Later introduction in IMMCv3 has to be discussed. 

2. STRUCTURING THE INVENTORY_TRANSMISSION ELEMENT 

The transmission inventory represents a list of files being part of an IMMC transmission, 

such needing at least the specification of a file name. Further attributes for the file are 

possible: 
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• File name (relative to the “working directory” of the IMMC message, including 

subdirectories there) 

• Size indication of the file in bytes 

• A checksum on the file content using various algorithms 

• The file’s intended mimetype (IANA mimetype) 

The element cmt:inventory_transmission is a complex element containing an (potentially 

unlimited) list of cmt:file entries having the above mentioned optional attributes. 

3. THE INVENTORY_TRANSMISSION ELEMENT 

In the following an exemplary (but perhaps not realistic) inventory_transmission element 

as usable in to be IMMC is shown. Its purpose is the demonstration of the different 

possible metadata elements. Afterwards, the elements will be presented in detail. 

<cmt:inventory_transmission> 

  <cmt:file size=”123456” checksum=”sha1:89173401928347109387” 

mimetype=”application/pdf”>myfile.pdf</cmt:file> 

  <cmt:file>subdir/mystrangeotherfile.xxms</cmt:file> 

  <cmt:file mimetype=”text/plain”>report-file.txt</cmt:file> 

</cmt:inventory_transmission> 

 

Inventory_transmission element description: 

• file: the name of a file being part of the transmission; it has to comply to standard 

characters for a filename; cannot be empty; there can be as many file entries as 

needed 

• file attributes: 

o size: the size of the file in bytes (optional) 

o checksum: a checksum on the content of the file at the moment of 

preparing the transmission; when applied on the file on reception, the 

checksums have to be identical otherwise file corruption/manipulation has 

to be assumed; the checksum can be implemented using the following 

algorithms: sha1, sha256, sha384, sha512, md5; the checksum value is 

prefixed by the applied checksum algorithm’s acronym; without a 

checksum prefix the value is invalid 

o mimetype: based on the list of IANA mimetypes a file type can be 

indicated. In case of multiple possible formats for e.g. the same file name 

extension this is a means for the sender to give an indication to file type 

interpretation; furthermore, this can be crosschecked in an additional 

validation of the cm:reference_manifestation/@format possibly referring 

to the file entry. 
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4. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

• The modelling of the transmission inventory’s file elements was inspired by pre-

existing attributes on the cm:reference_manifestation element in IMMCv3 (size, 

checksum). 

• It was discussed to use the OASIS manifest schema for the definition of the 

transmission inventory’s file elements. However, the OASIS file manifest was 

lacking a simple support for the checksum. 

• A reception system using the file entries from the inventory_transmission element 

for the validation of file existence in the transmission can refrain from validating 

the existence of files mentioned by cm:reference_manifestation elements. 

However, in a suitable business context it can make sense to cross-validate 

between the list of files mentioned in the cm:reference_manifestation elements 

and the file elements of the transmission inventory. 

As it is proposed to introduce the inventory_transmission element as optional on the level 

of the <cmt:transmission> in the IMMCv2 core metadata the direct impact for exchanges 

not using it can be considered low. However, when the inventory_transmission element 

is used, all sender/recipient pairs have to be aware of it and (to the extent by ignoring) 

handle the information. 
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